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Growing/Animals

Ideas for Parents - Class 4

Communication and Language

● Discuss what is living and non-living. Does it breathe? Does it grow feed?
Does it move?

● Talk about animals that can be pets and animals that you wouldn’t have
as pets.

● Talk about what plants are in your garden.
● Look at how we grow and the changes in our body.
● Look at what we can do now.

Physical Development

● Think of different animal movements and give instructions like: Can you
hop like a rabbit? Can you jump high like a cat? Can you run fast like a
hare? Can you move like a spider?

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

● If you have pets then talk about how they have to be looked after.
● Talk about how you look after plants in the garden.
● Visit a zoo and talk to one of the wardens about which animals he looks

after and what he has to do to help them.
● Walk around the woods looking for woodland animals and the habitat

that they live in compared to us. Who looks after them? How do they get
their food?

Literacy

● Stories to read might be: The Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks and the Three
Bears, The Little Red Hen, The Three Billy Goats Gruff, The Ugly Duckling,
The Very Hungry Caterpillars and Jack and the Beanstalk.



Mathematics

● Ask questions like how many legs does a badger have? How many ears
does a squirrel have? How many wings does a dragonfly have?

● Find some pictures of animals and put them in order of size.
● Draw a large tree on a piece of paper. Fold it in half then open it out.

Paint on one side then fold and press down firmly. Open out and you
have a symmetrical pattern.

Understanding the World

● Find out the life cycle of a frog. What kind of climate and temperature
do they need?

● Some animals live in the water. Look in a pond (from a safe distance with
an adult) to see if you can see any life. Perhaps you can then go on to
talk about what lives in a lake, river and the sea. Look at the different
plants near the pond.

● Look at the lifecycle of a tree or plant.

Expressive Arts and Design

● Paint an otter or a woodland creature.
● Make some paper birds and try to make them fly.
● Make some spider cakes using a chocolate roll and chocolate sticks.
● Try making an imaginary animal using marshmallows, jellies and cocktail

sticks.
● Sing “Incy Wincy Spider”, “Five Little Ducks Went Swimming One Day”

and “Five Little Speckled Frogs”.


